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Abstract. Thread migration is ubiquitous in multi-core architectures.
When a thread migrates to an idle core, the branch information of the
branch predictor on the idle core is absent, which will lead to the branch
predictor works with comparatively low predicition accuracy until the
warm-up finish. During the warm-up period, the branch predictor spends quite a lot of time on recording branch information and often makes
mispredictions. These are the main performance impact of thread migration. In this paper, we point out that, when a thread migrates to an
idle core, the prediction accuaracy can be improved by migrating branch
history information from the source core to the target. Moreover, several
migration strategies are introduced to fully exploit the performance of
branch prediction migration. Experiment results show that, compared
to the experiment baseline which dosen’t migrate any branch history
information, branch prediction migration reduces MPKI of the branch
predictor on new core by 43.46% on average.
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1

Introduction

Multi-core processors which bring up large amounts of powerful computational resources, are ubiquitous today in PC and servers. To make better use of
the available cores and expose parallelism, thread migration is desired in multicore processors. In [4], the authors point out that the most challenge work of
thread migration is the migration of cache and Branch Predictor (BP). Accurate branch prediction is essential to achieving high performance for processor
design. Modern processors employ increasingly complicated branch predictors to
sustain instruction fetch bandwidth that is sufficient for wide out-of-order execution cores. It relies large amounts of branch history information for very high
prediction accuracy. However, when a thread migrate to an idle core, branch
information is absent and the predictor fails to work with high prediction accuracy, which is one of the main impact of thread migration performance. To
solve this problem, we migrate branch history information from the source core
to the target core to accelerate the warm-up process. With the help of branch
?
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information migration, the target core dosent have to train the branch predictor
from scratch. In addition, the branch accuracy will be improved.
To Migrate branch history information more efficiently, we couldnt simply migrate the whole branch information to the idle core because migrating
branch history will occupy the bus between cores and consume instruction cycles. Based on different thread length and branch information length, we should
take corresponding strategies. In order to investigate the proper migration strategy in different scenarios, we introduce several simple migration strategies.
There are two categories of BP migration including migrating RAM or migrating RAM&GHR(Global History Register). For the situation of migrating RAM,
the migration strategies are divided into 3 classes migrating the whole RAM or
a part of RAM or only the basic prediction table T0. For migrating GHR, we
introduce several simple strategies to modify GHR value. The GHR does hash
with PC to index the prediction table. Since the GHRs value will be updating
during the migration, the branch predictor will be indexed to the wrong prediction table if we dont modify the GHR value. Based on the discussion above,
finding the proper strategies for different situations is the key problem of BP
migration. Some exploration work about GHR migration is shown in [5], which
points out that the best solution does not transfer any global history but rather
synthesizes a value in the new cores GHR. In such a way, it allows each unique
thread to update and use its own branch history immediately. Compared to
their work, we take migration overhead into consideration. The bus width and
the RAM size is known, so we can calcul ate the time cost of migrating branch
predictors. They assume that the BP history can be migrated in a negligible
short time for short thread. In our work, we take BP migration overhead into
consideration and point out that if the thread has less than 1000 instrucitons,
migrating BP won’t get performance improvement. In addtion, we investigate
the impact of the RAM size and the thread length.
This paper is to reduce or eliminate the cost of BP training and increase the
accuracy of branch predictor for thread migration by migrating branch predictor
information. With extensive simulation experiments, we find that if we only
migrate RAM without GHR, instead of migrating all sub-predictors, we can
reduce MPKI of the branch predictor on new core by 43.46% on average. This
strategy performs steadily and is suitable for many scenarios. The remainder of
this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the Background of our work.
Migration model is introduced in Section 3. Section 4 presents our experiment
methodoloy. Performance evaluation and the discussion of migration strategies
are presented in Section5. Section6 presents the related work. Finally, Section7
concludes this study.

2

Background

Accurate branch prediction is essential to achieving high performance for multicore processor design. In this work, we choose a representative branch predictor–
TAGE to investigate the BP migration strategies. The TAGE predictor is often
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Fig. 1. TAGE Structure

considered as state-of-the-art in conditional branch predictors proposed by academy. It is widespread in multi-cores because the implementation on hardware
is easy.
2.1

TAGE Predictor

Structure of TAGE As shown in Fig. 1 , TAGE predictor consists of a base
predictor T0 and n (T1,T2· · · Tn) tagged predictor components. T0 is a 2-bit
counter bimodal table indexed by the PC. It provides a basic prediction when
other predictors are not matching. Ti (i > 0) is indexed by a hash result of PC
and length L(i) branch history. L(i) is the number of GHR’s bits we used to index
Ti. And it satisfies the geometric progression, i.e L(i) = (int)(αi−1 ∗ L(1) + 0.5);
(i > 1). Each tagged component contains a number of configurable entries. The
design of TAGE is flexible. If the size of RAM are same, we can get different
number of entries with different entry structures. Each entry is composed of ctr,
tag and u. Ctr (pred, 3 or 2bit) is a saturation counter, used to indicate the
direction of a branch (if |2 ∗ ctr + 1| ≥ ([1  ctrwidth] − 1)), the prediction
is strong, else the prediction is weak). Tag is used to confirm that this entry is
matches the branch. The tag width of each component can be different. But in
the same component, different entries have the same tag size. U (useful, 2 or 1
bit), which is an age counter, indicates whether the entry is valid.

3

Model

In this section, we present our thread migration model in multi-cores. In order
to simplify the BP migration problem, we simply take dual-core architecture
into consideration. Each core has a RAM which store branch prediction table of
the TAGE predictor. The RAM has a port that can be read and written. We
transmit branch prediction information when the port is idle. There is a bus

between two cores. Each core can transmit information to another though the
bus.

Fig. 2. Thread migration model

3.1

BP Migration Model

Our BP migration models are shown in Fig. 2. During the execution of a thread
on a core(We denote as C1), there is a need for migration (e.g, load balance or
temperature threshold has been reached), and it is decided that the execution
should be transferred to another idle core, C2. As soon as this decision is made,
a migration signal is send to the C2. When C2 is activated, it enters first the
initialization phase where its resources are turned on. After initialization, the
resources that a core running need is prepared. Then we are able to migrate C1’s
BP to C2. When the initialization finished, C2 enter the migration phase. After
the C1 finish executing the remaining instructions in the pipeline, it will acquire
the bus. The branch prediction migration will be interrupted and C2 enters the
necessary update phase. This is the phase where state essential for correctness
is updated. During this phase the architectural register state is transferred from
C1 to C2, and the dirty cache blocks, in a private cache to be turned off in C1,
are written in a lower level cache. When the NU phase completes, C1 becomes
inactive and C2 starts to migrate the remaining branch prediction information.
If the RAM on C1 has been altered during the migration, there are two cases.
If the prediction table already has been migrated to C2, we keep its previous
value. If the prediction table has not been migrated, we read and migrate its
new value.

4

Methodology

In this section, we will describe our simulation framework, baseline, and benchmark selection.

4.1

Simulation Setup and Methodologies

We run the target benchmark on GEM5 simulator [7] and Intercept branch
prediction data that conform to the CBP2014 [8] trace format specification [9].
Based on the BP simulation environment, we evaluate various BP migration
strategies. To obtain simulation experiment trace, we modified the GEM5 code
to print out the instructions execution information of our benchmark [8, 9]. The
simulation experiment trace contains 100 million instruction records. As shown
in Table 1, each record contains four fields. The PC is the unique identifier
for the execution instruction, known as program counter. OpType indicates the
type of the instruction. The BranchTaken field records the actual branch jump
information of the PC’s corresponding instruction. The BranchTarget is the
destination address for the jump. We configure gem5 for the arm v7 instruction
set of single-core structure, the specific parameters shown in Table 2.
Table 1. Record in trace

PC

opType

branchTaken branchTarget

Table 2. System parameters setting

ARM detailed, ARM V7a, O3, 2GHz
3-wide fetch/decode
6-wide dispatch
CPU
8-wide issue/commit
40-entry ROB; 64-entry store buffer
32KB, 2-way, 2MHSRs
L1I cache
1-cycle latency
32KB, 2-way, 6MHSRs
L1D cache
2-cycle latency
Unifined 1MB, 16-way, 16MHSRs
L2 cache
12-cycle latency
LSC-TAGE
Branch predictor
Evaluation Criterion: We use MPKI(Misprediction per Kilo Instructions)
as the evaluation criterion. CBP uses a trace-driven simulation. As the simulation
begin, CBP gets the instruction record constantly. If the record is a conditional
branch instruction, then we use branch prediction and get the prediction value.
We update branch predictor with the prediction jump value, the actual jump
value, the PC and the jump destination address. If the prediction jump value
is inconsistent, then we record the failure times. When the trace is resolved, we
calculate MPKI of the entire trace as the output.
The Simulation of the migration process : In order to simulate the
process of thread migration, we modified the CBP2014 simulation framework.
Firstly, the trace runs on core 1. When the trace runs to the instruction that the
thread start to migrate (we call this instruction Migration Start Point -MSP),
we start to migrate branch predictor to core 2 with specified bandwidth. Core
1 continues to complete the instructions in the pipeline. When the trace runs

Table 3. parameter setting of TAGE
Number of sub-predictors (N)
11
GHR length(bits)
360
Number of T0’s entry(log size)
12
Entry width of T0 (bits)
2
Number of Ti’s entry(log size)
8,8,8,8,7,8,7,6,6
tag width of Ti (bits)
7,7,7,8,9,10,10,11,13,13
Entry width of Ti (tag,ctr,u) 10,10,10,11,12,13,13,14,16,16
History length (bits)
4,9,13,24,37,53,91,145,256,359

to the instruction that the migration finish (we call this instruction Migration
Over Point -MOP) on core 1, core 2 waits core 1 finish the remaining instructions
and returns registers, dirty cache blocks. Then core 1 stop running trace, core 2
continues to run the remaining trace. In the basic version, we assume that IPC
is 1 and the bus bandwidth between cores is 128 bits. The RAM size of TAGE
branch predictor is 4KB. The specific configuration parameters in Table 3.

5

Evaluation

In this section, we simulate various migration scenarios through a trace-driven
approach to evaluate our migration strategies.
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Fig. 3. Migrating RAM only

5.1

migTn

Migrate GHR&RAM

Fig. 3 shows the strategies only migrate RAM. The x axis represents different
programs. While the y axis means the MPKI of migration strategies divide the
MPKI of our baseline. OneCore means the trace only runs on a single core.
OneCore is the ideal situation and its MPKI should be minimum theoretically.
The TAGE branch predictor consists of a basic predictor T0, a GHR and a number of tagged sub-predictors. We define migT0 as only migrate T0. migTi means
we migrate T0 and several sub-predictors(T1∼Ti, 0 < i < n). migTn represents
we migrate the whole RAM(T0∼Tn). NoBPMigrate means thread migration
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Fig. 4. Migrating RAM and GHR with different strategies

without migrating BP. Comparing each strategy with NoBPMigrate, we can
get the prediction accuracy improvement of corresponding strategy. If the bar in
Fig. 3 under the horizontal line, it means the corresponding migration strategy
can improve the prediction accuracy. As we can see in this Figure, migrating
the whole RAM has the best prediciton accuracy improvement. Because more
branch prediction informations give predictors more reference.
Fig. 4 shows the strategies which migrate RAM together with GHR. Similarly, the x axis represents different programs. While the y axis means the MPKI
of migration strategies divide the MPKI of our baseline. PreMtRAM means
we migrate GHR before migrating RAM. AftMtRAM means we migrate GHR
after RAM Migration finish. There two strategies represent different GHR migration time strategies. Since the RAM may be updated on core 1, if we migrate
GHR before migrating RAM, GHR’s high bits might be not matched with RAM.
So we should revise GHR’s high bits. ComPC means we replace high bits with
the first instruction’s PC on core B. ComZero means we set high bits all 0.
AllOne means we set GHR’s every bit 1. The number of high bits depends on a
counter, which records how many branch instructions have been executed during
migration. Obviously, conPC has the best performance. Since GHR and RAM
will be update during the migration, to make them match, we should modify
GHR’s value. But what’s the correct modification strategy couldn’t be point
out by analysis. Because the update of GHR is irregular. This result is only the
expexperiment outcomes.
5.2

Different Thread Length

Statistical window represents how many instructions we use to calculate the
MPKI. We change this parameter to simulate different thread length. With this
method, we are able to find the appropriate strategy for different thread length.
We set window size to 5000, 50,000, 100,000 and 1,000,000 instructions. The
experiment results are shown in Fig. 5. For the same trace and same strategy,
the shortest thread has the smallest MPKI value, while the longest thread has
the biggest MPKI value, which means short thread get more performance gains
by migrating BP than long thread.
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Fig. 5. Different statistical window sizes

Based on the experiment results above, we find that short thread is more
suit for BP migration. But if the thread is too short, migrating the whole RAM
might cause performance loss for the large migration overhead. We assume each
mispredicion will cause 6 instruction cycles loss. Only migrating T0 will have
34 instruction cycles loss, and 83 instrucion cycles cost for migrating T0∼T4.
Migrating the whole 4KB RAM will cost 121 instruction cycles. We define the
total overhead of misprediction when we do not migrate any BP information as
θ. The αi presents the overhead of i migration strategy. We define the cost of
migrating BP as ε and the performance gain of migrating BP as γ. Then we have
γ = θ − αi − ε. Fig.6 shows the performance gain of short thread with different
length when the RAM size is 4KB. The x axis shows the thread length and the y
axis shows the value of γ for different migration strategies. As we can see in the
figure. If the thread is shorter than 1000 instructions, we shouldn’t migrate the
whole RAM. Only migrate T0 or T0∼T4 has better performance. As the thread
length increase, migrating the whole RAM performs better but still worse than
migrating Ti. The results show that, for short thread, we migrate part of RAM
is the better choice because short thread has relatively few instructions. The
performance gain we get by improving prediction accuracy can’t cover the cost
of migrating whole RAM.
5.3

RAM Size

In order to explore the performance of BP migration under different RAM sizes,
we use the DSE algorithm [10] to explore the proper TAGE parameters with
RAM sizes of 8KB, 12KB, 16KB, 24KB and 32KB. The windows size is 10,000
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Fig. 6. Different short thread length

instructions, and the MSP is set to the 7,000,000th. Fig.7 shows the experiment
results with different RAM sizes. We intuitively think that the MPKI should
decrease with the increasement of RAM size for more branch information will
improve the accuracy of branch prediction. But experiment results show that
the RAM dosen’t have any influence on MPKI since there is no law of the curves
in Fig.7. As we mentioned in Section 2, TAGE has a base predictor T0 and n
sub-predictors(T1∼Tn). Ti is indexed by a hash result of PC and length L(i)
branch history. Actually, Ti indexed by short history length is much easier to be
matched. Those indexed by long history length like Tn are rarely used. Although
we increase the RAM size, which will increase the number of sub-predictors, the
increased sub-predictors are rarely used. In addition, it will increase the overhead
of migration. In order to verify our assumption. We compare MPKI of migrating
T0∼Tn with migrating T0∼T4 and only migrating T0. As we can see in Fig. 8,
both migT4 and migTn outperform migT0. But migT4 and migTn have similar
performance. So it proves that only increase RAM size is inefficient.
5.4

Discussion

Based on the experiment results, we find that migrating the whole RAM without migrating GHR is the best migration strategy. We set the statistic window
size as 100,000 and the RAM size as 4KB. For the thread on the idle core, it
reduces MPKI by 43.46% averagely. For short thread, migrating the whole RAM
is unadvisable. As we demonstrated in the experiments, migrating T0∼T4 is the
best strategy for short thread.

6

Related Work

Thread migration techniques for reducing power-density and load balance were
considered in previous work [11] [4, 12, 13]. [12] presents a technique which simultaneously migrates data and threads based on vectors specifying locality and
resource usage. This technique improves performance on applications with distinguishable locality and imbalanced resource usage. In striving to exploit the
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ever-increasing availability of cores, compilers will employ techniques that create
short threads to extract parallelism on multiple cores [14]. These papers try to
achieve load balance or exploiting parallelism for multi-cores with thread creation or migration method. However, our purpose is to accelerate the BP training
and increase prediction accuracy of Branch predictors.
Nowadays state-of-the-art predictors are derived from two categories of predictors: the neural-inspired predictors [15, 16]and the TAGE-based predictors
[9, 17–19]. With equivalent storage budgets, the TAGE predictor that only uses
global branch history generally outperforms neural global history predictors [18].
TAGE relies on prediction by partial matching and the use of geometric history
lengths for branch history. [19] points out that branch prediction accuracy has
relied on associating a main state-of-the-art single scheme branch predictor with
specialized side predictors. It develop IUM(Immediate Update Mimicker) predictor approach for TAGE. Recent researches mainly focus on adding various small
predictors in TAGE branch predictors to increase the prediction accuracy. [9,16]
dedicate a small portion of their storage budget to local history components in
addition to a large global history component. Such as, ITTAGE for the indirect
branch prediction, COTTAGE combining TAGE and ITTAGE [17], TAGE-SCL integrating the loop predictor and statistics corrector [9]. The purpose of these
articles is to improve the performance of the TAGE branch predictor on a single core. However, this paper tries to improve branch prediction accuracy for
multi-core architecture.
Previous work [5] demonstrates that significant branch predictor state is lost
when control transfers across cores or contexts in a multiprocessor or multithreaded architecture. They point out that the critical loss of state lies entirely
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with the global branch history, as stored in the GHR. A thread migration model
is given in [4]. The authors propose a training phrase which is to train BP on a
new core during the thread migration. Our work’s purpose is to accelerate the
training phrase and increase BP’s accuracy. [20] shows that more than 90% (up
to 96%) of instruction cache accesses are common on cores executing a given
homogeneous server workload. The authors share instruction execution information between cores using a dedicated storage. Our work is to migrate BP’s local
history and global history.

7

Conclusion

This paper investigates the performance implications of different BP migration
strategies on multi-core Architecture. The main conclusion of our work, is that
the branch prediction accuracy can be increased when a thread migrate to execute on an idle core by migrating branch prediction informations. We investigates
several different migration strategies with different parameter settings. The simulation experiment results shows that we only migrate RAM can get the best
performance for the most scenarios. The results also suggest that if the thread
has less than 1000 instrucions, we are not able to get performance gain by migrating BP because of migration overhead. In addition, if the thread is rather
short, only migrating part of RAM has the best performance.
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